
As an accredited Certification Body we are able to assist public and private sector 
organisations, big or small in preparing for and passing CE and CE+. 

Our goal is to give you as much or as little assistance as you require to ensure you
pass CE in an efficient and cost effective manner. Our team will guide your
organisation along the CE path utilising their substantial experience within, and
knowledge of, the NHS, local government and private sector information assurance.

CE+ compliance is a requirement for all NHS organisations by June 2021 and
suppliers to UK Government if they are handling personal or sensitive information.

Cyber Essentials (CE) and Cyber Essentials 
Plus (CE+) helps organisations guard against 
common cyber threats and demonstrate 
commitment to cyber security.  

1. Assessment

Scoping

2. Gap Analysis

3. Assessment 
Preparation

4. Formal 
Assessment & 
Certification

5. Annual Re-
Assessment

As much or as little 
assistance as you 

need.

Cyber Essentials Basic:
• £3001 +vat
• Self-assessment
• Reviewed by our in-

house team.

Cyber Essentials Plus:
• From £10002 +vat, 

dependant upon 
scope, number of 
standard builds 
deployed etc.

• Self-assessment.
• Independently 

audited and tested 
by our team.

1Cost may increase if assistance and consultancy is required.
2Based upon a very small organisation.

https://www.nhscybersecurity.co.uk

Cyber Essentials Assessment & Consultancy Service



CE Basic represents:

• A self assessment of your 

organisation covering:

• Boundary firewalls and 

gateways.

• Secure configuration.

• User access controls.

• Malware controls.

• Patch management.

• Once submitted via our 

assessment portal we will:

• Review your answers.

• Mark each as a pass or fail.

• Aware an overall pass or fail.

• Price: £300 + vat

CE Plus supplements CE Basic:

• Our team will test your 

organisation against the CE+ 

requirements; this will include:

• Thorough external 

vulnerability assessment.

• Internal vulnerability 

assessment of a sample of 

in-scope devices.

• Testing of malware controls 

in relation to email and 

internet access.

• Price:  From £1000 + vat.

Cyber Essentials – Basic vs Plus

CE Basic prices are set by the 
national Accreditation Bodies.  We 

are able to provide additional 
assistance to organisations if 

required.

https://www.nhscybersecurity.co.uk



IASME Assessment & Certification: IASME is an information assurance standard 
managed by The IASME Consortium that is particularly suitable for small and 
medium-sized enterprises, think of this as another step toward ISO27001; two 
levels of certification are available via WMAS:

• Verified Self-Assessment, a self-assessment with a wider question set than CE 
Basic.

• Audited (IASME Gold), which involves our team independently testing and 
verifying your organisation is compliant.

ISO27001 Consultancy:  Our team holds the ISO 27001 Lead Auditor certification 
and is therefore able to review your compliance with this leading information 
security standard.  This can result in efficiency savings and increased confidence 
in preparation for / during your actual assessment.

Penetration Testing:  We offer TIGER Scheme certified penetration testing which 
attempts to identify and, where safe to do so, exploit vulnerabilities in IT 
environments and systems.  Executive summaries and detailed reports inform you 
of the work undertaken, issues identified and corrective actions to take.

Phishing, vPhishing & Social Engineering:  Our team routinely undertake social 
engineering testing of client staff and sites to identify weakness in staff 
awareness, security procedures and physical security.  Let us pinpoint the issues 
for you before someone else does!

https://www.nhscybersecurity.co.uk

Other Services…

In addition to Cyber Essentials we also offer a number of other IT services you may 
be interested in, such as:


